Beautiful, Durable,
Renewable Bamboo®
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SYNERGY ™ FLOATING FLOOR
STUDIO FLOATING FLOOR
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SIGNATURE COLORS
SIGNATURE NATURALS

Beauty—Durability—Renewability:

The Teragren difference
The time, skill, and commitment required to bring out the
richest nuances of bamboo’s color and grain are evident
in the enduring beauty of Teragren’s products. We use
Optimum 5.5® Moso bamboo sustainably harvested at
maturity, when it is most dense, and we oversee all aspects
of its manufacture, from harvest to distribution. Our
Traditional bamboo flooring averages 25 percent harder
than red oak and 12 percent harder than North American
maple, and our Synergy™ and Portfolio strand bamboo
flooring average 154 percent harder than red oak, making
them ideal for high-traffic areas.
Teragren flooring delivers a platform for living your life with
peace of mind. All of our flooring is FloorScore®-certified,
and all of our panels and select veneer are SCS Indoor
Advantage™ Gold-certified, two of the
world’s most stringent environmental
standards recognized as contributing
to good indoor air quality in order to
protect human health.
Our superior design and production technologies allow us
to offer a lifetime structural warranty, a 25-year residential
finish warranty and a 10-year heavy-use commercial finish
warranty.

DESIGNING with Teragren
The foundation for the design of every room is a
beautiful floor, and creative designing begins with
the Teragren™ Color Palette Advisor. Compare paints,
fabric, tiles, and texture elements that complement
our Portfolio collection of flooring. From the floor up
you’ll be inspired to create inviting, distinctive and
comfortable living spaces.

On the cover:

PORTFOLIO New Country

New Country
A rustic, dark-flecked and pitted
golden sand that looks great in areas
such as waiting rooms and entryways.
Rich desert tones: Burnt orange, lava
red, sepia, bone, stoneware, tan

PORTFOLIO, Strand with Xcora™ technology, prefinished wide-plank with self-locking system, 1840 x 126 x 12mm

The colors, grains and textures in Portfolio
strand bamboo flooring provide you with
choices for designing every project. Find
favorites that complement your décor in our
collection of 10 distinctive styles.
A variety of colors and textures make
designing simple for home and commercial
interiors. Complementary stair parts and
trim are also available. Visit teragren.com for
more information.
Portfolio with Xcora™ technology is 154%
harder than red oak, perfect for high-traffic
commercial and residential interiors.
Installation is simple and straightforward
with the patented Välinge 2G fold-down,
self-locking system. Just drop and lock each
plank in place for a tight, clean seam that
doesn’t require glue, staples, or nails. May
also be glued down.
LEED® Credits MR6, IEQ 4.3
Micro-bevel edges and ends. Each box contains all 1840mm
lengths.
Thickness 12mm

126mm

1840mm

Välinge-patented 2G fold-down
self-locking system

Paris Black
A fascinating deep black, highlighted
with streaks of brown, adds drama to
high-traffic areas such as a dining room,
breakfast nook or restaurant interior.
Earthy neutrals: Espresso, cocoa brown,
charcoal, light grey

PORTFOLIO Paris Black

PORTFOLIO, Strand with Xcora™ technology, prefinished wide-plank with self-locking system, 1840 x 126 x 12mm

High Tea
A pitted and dark flecked auburn to
warm well-used rooms such as a rec
room or family room.
Fresh and natural: Green, leaf, olive,
sienna, brown, cream, pale pink

PORTFOLIO High Tea

Darby Brown
A nearly black clove brown for warming multifunctional spaces such
as a kitchen, hallway, or other high-traffic rooms. Lively and warm:
Dark orange and terra cotta, cream,
dark olive green

PORTFOLIO Darby Brown

PORTFOLIO, Strand with Xcora™ technology, prefinished wide-plank with self-locking system, 1840 x 126 x 12mm
Teragren Portfolio flooring is
created from rapidly renewable
bamboo, which provides an
environmentally responsible
alternative to precious
rainforest hardwoods. Discover
the unlimited design potential
of Portfolio bamboo flooring
and create rooms that invite
you to stay.

Hewn Port
A handscraped and glossy burgundy-enriched brown for
rooms with an inviting and romantic character, such as a
bedroom, front room or tea room.
Light, airy, romantic: Wine, amethyst, plum, heather, beige,
cream, pearl, white, fresh green

PORTFOLIO Hewn Port

Rich Cognac
A deep, sophisticated Old World brown for functional
areas such as a living room, entertainment area or den.
Inviting, serene, elegant: Wisteria blue,
sapphire, periwinkle, violet, camel
brown, antique wood, ivory

PORTFOLIO Rich Cognac

PORTFOLIO, Strand with Xcora™ technology, prefinished wide-plank with self-locking system, 1840 x 126 x 12mm

Midnight Black
A deep, calming black background that could be the
beginning of your library, study or a casual living room.
Bold, sophisticated: Red, crimson, red-purple,
cornsilk, blonde

PORTFOLIO Midnight Black

Hewn Tawny
A handscraped and glossy golden brown
for rooms naturally full of light, such
as lounges, sun porches or
living areas.
Light-reflective goldens:
yellow ochre, butternut
squash, gold, lilac,
light stone

PORTFOLIO Hewn Tawny

PORTFOLIO, Strand with Xcora™ technology, prefinished wide-plank with self-locking system, 1840 x 126 x 12mm

PORTFOLIO Brown Sugar

Brown Sugar
A burnt caramel backdrop for
functional areas such as an office,
computer room or kitchen.
Industrial, clean, neutral: Charcoal,
grey tweed, steel, stone, white

PORTFOLIO Honey Ridge

Honey Ridge
A pitted and flecked dark honey
that complements high traffic
areas such as recreational areas
and children’s rooms.
Primary colors: Red, gold, pencil
yellow, blue, white

SYNERGY™ FLOATING FLOOR, Strand with Xcora™ technology, prefinished, wide-plank, 1830 x 195 x 14mm
SYNERGY™ floating floor is 154% harder
than red oak, and the wider, longer, squareedged planks lock together quickly to
complement a variety of decors .
Square edges and ends. Each box contains all 1830mm lengths.
Thickness 14mm

195mm

1830mm

Välinge-patented self-locking system

Synergy™
Strand with Xcora™ technology, prefinished,
solid-strip*, 610, 915, 1220, 1830 x 95 x 12mm

SYNERGY™ strand flooring offers
unparalleled durability that is perfect for
high-traffic residential and commercial use.
Exclusive Xcora™ technology makes Synergy
more stable and 154% harder than red oak.
Micro-bevel edges and ends. Each box contains all four lengths.
Thickness 12mm

95mm

1830mm
95mm

Thickness 12mm
1220mm

95mm

Thickness 12mm
915mm

SYNERGY™ FLOATING FLOOR Brindle

95mm

Thickness 12mm
610mm

I wish I had installed these floors years ago!
Best home improvement we have ever done.
– L. Hammill, Hesperia, CA
Wheat

Java

Chestnut

Brindle

* Also available:
Synergy™ solid-strip * 10mm, 95mm x 10mm x 1830mm
Wheat, Java

CREATE with Teragren
We offer beautiful, high-performance bamboo flooring options for virtually every type of installation and provide an
abundance of complementary products to complete your design from cabinetry panels to table tops.

STUDIO FLOATING FLOOR, Traditional, prefinished, wide-plank with self-locking system, 1905 x 195 x 14mm
Square-edged wide planks offer a seamless look and
glueless, self-locking installation is fast and easy.
Square edges and ends.
Each box contains all 1905mm lengths.
Thickness 14mm

195mm

1905mm

Välinge-patented self-locking system

With a 15-year track record of providing high-quality bamboo
products, Teragren is clearly the industry leader when it comes
to bamboo flooring, panels and countertops.
– Keith Rosen, Gensler Architects (NYC)

Flat grain Caramelized

Flat grain Natural

Vertical grain Natural

Vertical grain Caramelized

STUDIO flat grain Caramelized

CRAFTSMAN II, Traditional, prefinished, long-plank, 1920 x 138 x 15mm
Classically scaled wide, long planks anchor
grand spaces with traditional flair.

Flat grain Caramelized

Flat grain Natural

Vertical grain Natural

Vertical grain Caramelized

Micro-bevel edges and ends.
Each box contains all 1920mm lengths.
Thickness 15mm

138mm

1920mm

Vertical grain (VG)

Flat grain (FG)

15mm

15mm

138mm

138mm

CRAFTSMAN II vertical grain Caramelized

SIGNATURE COLORS, Traditional solid-strip, prefinished, 610, 915, 1220, 1840 x 92 x 15mm
Subtle grains infused with
nuanced stain colors suit
contemporary, traditional and
eclectic styles.

Micro-bevel edges and ends.
Each box contains all four lengths.
Thickness 15mm

92mm

Espresso

Walnut

Cherry

Charcoal

92mm

1840mm
92mm

Thickness 15mm
1220mm

Thickness 15mm
915mm

92mm

Thickness 15mm
610mm

Flat grain with stain colors; vertical grain by special order.
SIGNATURE COLORS Cherry

SIGNATURE NATURALS, Traditional solid-strip, prefinished, 610, 915, 1220, 1840 x 92 x 15mm
The width and lengths are comparable to any
traditional hardwood floor and work beautifully
with any design.

Flat grain Natural

Flat grain Caramelized

Vertical grain Natural

Vertical grain Caramelized

Micro-bevel edges and ends.
Each box contains all four lengths.
92mm

Thickness 15mm

92mm

1840mm
92mm

Thickness 15mm
1220mm

Thickness 15mm
915mm

92mm

Thickness 15mm
610mm

SIGNATURE NATURALS flat grain Caramelized

RELY on Teragren
The long-lasting beauty of our flooring comes from their dependable durability and ease of care. Our flooring also provides
peace of mind by contributing to exceptional indoor air quality.
• Teragren flooring is protected by a 7-coat German finish, including abrasion-resistant aluminum oxide and two polyurethane
topcoats; this finish carries a 25-year residential/10-year heavy-use commercial warranty
• Care is easy—simply keep it dirt and grit-free, and clean it with a recommended cleaner, just as you would any hardwood floor
• All Teragren flooring is FloorScore®-certified and has been tested for 78 volatile organic compounds
• Teragren also has traditional bamboo flooring sourced from responsibly managed forests by special order
• All Teragren flooring may be installed over radiant heat
• Teragren flooring is guaranteed by a lifetime-structural warranty

Countertops/table tops, accessories
Teragren provides coordinating bamboo countertops and table tops to complement
their flooring and help you complete your design.
Teragren® Bamboo Parquet Butcher Block
Natural or Caramelized
• 762mm x 2438mm x 38mm or 920mm x 1830mm x 38mm or
up to 76mm by special order
• Food-safe —ideal for cutting surfaces and food prep areas
• Durable, end-grain parquet – harder than maple
• Available prefinished with a food-safe mineral oil/beeswax
finish or a polyurethane finish
• Naturally bacteria-resistant
• Also available unfinished

Teragren® Parquet bamboo countertop
Natural

Caramelized

Teragren® Traditional Bamboo Countertop/Table Top
Vertical Grain Caramelized face with Chestnut strand bamboo core or
Vertical Grain Natural face with Wheat strand bamboo core
• 762mm x 2438mm x 38mm or 920mm x 1830mm x 38mm
• Prefinished with a food-safe mineral oil/beeswax finish;
optimal for countertops intended to be used as a cutting surface
• Also available prefinished with a polyurethane finish
• Available unfinished by special order

Teragren® Traditional bamboo countertop

Natural

Caramelized

Teragren® Strand Bamboo Countertop/Table Top
Chestnut strand bamboo face with Vertical Grain Caramelized core or
Wheat strand bamboo face with Vertical Grain Caramelized core
• 920mm x 1830mm x 38mm
• Ideal for kitchen counters, islands, table tops or other furniture
applications
• 154% harder than red oak and bacteria-resistant
• Prefinished with a polyurethane finish
• Available with mineral oil/beeswax finish or unfinished by special order

Teragren® Strand bamboo countertop

Wheat

Chestnut

Visit teragren.com for all
bamboo countertop/table
top options.

CHOOSE FROM A COMPLETE LINE OF STAIR PARTS AND TRIM
(Styles available in all collections.)

Visit teragren.com for stair parts and accessory dimensions.

Flat grain Caramelized bamboo floor vent

Environmentally Smart
Since 1994, Teragren® has upheld their mission to help
reduce dependence on dwindling timber resources
by manufacturing competitively priced bamboo
flooring, panels, veneer, countertops and table tops
made from sustainably harvested Optimum 5.5® Moso
bamboo. Read on to learn why Teragren bamboo is an
environmentally responsible and sensible choice for
you and the planet.

Sustainably Harvested
• Teragren bamboo is produced from rapidly renewable Optimum 5.5® Moso bamboo,
which grows to maturity in just 5 to 6 years; hardwoods take 80+ years.
• As a manufacturer we control our production process from harvest to distribution. Our
factories are ISO 9001: 2000 and 14001-certified.
• We have 11 manufacturing and quality assurance checkpoints and use advanced,
state-of-the-art equipment to fortify durability.
• Traditional (non-strand) products from responsibly managed forests are available by

MEMBER: U.S. Green Building Council,
Business for Social Responsibility

special order.

Excels in Environmental Standards
• All of our products are independently tested in the U.S.
• Our durable, 7-coat factory finish is water-based, solvent-free and carries a 25-year
residential/10-year heavy-use commercial finish warranty.
• Our proprietary manufacturing adhesive emits less formaldehyde than allowed by
U.S. OSHA, European E0, CARB Phase 1 and CARB Phase 2, and Japanese JIS/JAS
(F) standards. Select products are available manufactured with a formaldehydefree adhesive.
• All Teragren flooring is FloorScore®-certified, one of the world’s most stringent
indoor air quality standards, which signifies they’ve been tested for 78 volatile organic
compounds.

Sequesters More Carbon
• Bamboo absorbs more carbon than a comparable hardwood forest (and also releases
35% more oxygen).
• Teragren’s products lock up carbon, reducing CO2 levels that lead to global warming.
• No more than 25% of the CO2 sequestered in Teragren products is emitted during
their transport to market. The remaining 75% of sequestered carbon is permanently
locked up within the products.

Contributes to LEED® credits
• All Teragren bamboo flooring products qualify for LEED®v3 MR credit 6: Rapidly
Renewable Materials under the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED® Rating System™.
• Teragren’s FloorScore® certification qualifies their flooring to earn LEEDv3 credit IEQ
4.3: Low-Emitting Materials—Flooring Systems.
• Teragren products made with non-urea manufacturing adhesives and our proprietary
formaldehyde-free adhesive contribute to IEQ Credit 4.4: Low-Emitting Materials—
Composite Wood and Agrifiber Products.
• 	Teragren’s Traditional (non-strand) bamboo flooring, panels and counter tops/table
tops are sourced from responsibly managed forests and are available by special order.

Bamboo is a fast-growing grass. Moso regrows in
just six years and can be harvested multiple times. By
comparison, hardwood trees take 60 to 80 years to
mature and are harvested only once.

New Zealand Distributor

Tileworks is a proud
member of the New Zealand
Green Building Council
0800 688 788 toll-free www.tileworks.co.nz
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